
Wedding
photography  

This extensive course will teach you everything you need to know to be a 
successful wedding photographer, including capturing perfect moments on 
the day and the business side of wedding photography.



What will I learn?
The wedding photography course follows this schedule:

Day One: Theory and Planning, Business Tips

Day Two: Practical Session: key moments of a wedding staged as a real wedding day with a bride and groom 
for you to photograph

Over the full course we’ll cover the following subjects:
What makes a good wedding photographer?

Preparation: planning the day, visiting the venue, engagement shoot

Wedding photography kit discussed in depth
Lighting: making the most of natural light, when to bring portable lights

Key photographs and posing: how to direct your subjects for unforgettable images�

Challenges and how to deal with them: changing weather, difficult guests, limited time etc

Essential images: how to stage and capture the photos all bride and grooms expect, including the ‘first look’, 
the ceremony kiss, confetti pictures, cutting the cake, group photos and getting ready images

Selections: how to choose the final images and how to present them to the client

Sales and marketing techniques: wedding photography is competitive, so you’ll learn how to stand out from the 
crowd and how to price your services

Contracts: how to form a legal contract to protect yourself

Understanding Digital Cameras: camera bodies will be discussed in depth and you will be advised on the best 
camera for you
Lenses and focal length: advanced classification, lens selection, accessories
Exposure, Light Meter, Aperture, Shutter Speeds, ISO, Focusing
Depth of Field (DOF) explained in depth
Advanced shooting modes: Manual, Aperture Priority, Shutter Speed Priority, Program, Bulb
Composition/framing: composing effective photographs
Resolution, File Formats, Printing
Camera Kit: Maintenance and Care
DSLR Camera Advanced Settings and Commands
Advanced Focusing techniques
Light Meter: understanding and effectively applying metering modes
White Balance: understanding white balance and colour temperature
Exposure Compensation and Bracketing
Understanding Histograms
Light: understanding the colour and behaviour of light (natural & artificial, direction, form and quality)
Flash: how to use your flashgun / speedlite effectively taking into account natural light, settings and accessories
Studio Lighting (lighting equipment, lighting styles and studio set ups)
Filters: understanding the types and uses of filters in different situations
Long Exposures
Creative Portfolio Building photo-shoot in any of the following areas: fashion photography, portrait photography.


